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M o d e r n  F e n g  S h u i  T r e a s u r e  C o d e s



Mothers are the angel that brought life to us, and
mothers are also the women that brought life to your

children.
 

This book shares how we use Modern Feng Shui to
help our mothers' physical, mental, and emotional

health.
 

Mothers are givers of unconditional love; let us do our
part to love our mothers. 

 
-By A Mother- 



-Master Sharon Fong-

Bleeding, bloating, and diarrhoea are
common digestive disorders amongst
mothers. Having an alarm clock in the

Southwest sector of the room is not helping
the situation.



-Master Sharon Fong-

Balancing work and family is one of the
modern mothers' many challenges. To
prevent fatigue, avoid fans being in the

Southwest sector of the room. 



-Master Sharon Fong-

As mothers, we need to take care of our
womb and uterus. Fibroids is one common
health issue, and a mirror must not hang in

the Southwest sector of our room.  



-Master Sharon Fong-

Buddha statue is lovely; however, avoid
placing it in the Southwest sector of the
room, or our mothers may experience

constipation. 



Wondering why are our mothers always
have throat/dental health issues? Check

your address on the map. Is there a school
on the west side of your house? School is a
fire element and is not ideal in the West of

our house.  
-Master Simas Sim-



When our mothers need to undergo an
operation, we worry. Check the West sector
of the room for the mobile charging station,

power bank, lighter, dry cabinet, CCTV,
camera. Removing them helps.  

-Master Simas Sim-



Piles are common among mothers. Itchy,
painful and embarrassing to discuss. Check
your West sector of the room. Is there an

altar that has joss sticks, candles or a
television? Removing helps. 

-Master Simas Sim-



Ulcers are open sores on an external or
internal surface of the body. Check the West
sector of your room for lamps, red, pink or 
 purple flowers, microwave oven, stove, BBQ

pit. 
-Master Simas Sim-



-Master EL Fong-

When our mothers keep complaining about
headaches, it may be that the kitchen is in

the Northwest sector of the house, which is
not ideal. 



Our mothers may develop lung illnesses
when the house toilet is in the Northwest

sector.  
-Master EL Fong-



Persistent abdominal discomfort, such as
cramps, gas or pain, are symptoms of colon

cancer. Check your Northwest sector to
ensure no television, lamp or candles. 

-Master EL Fong-



Rheumatism or joint pains are common
among mothers. Check the Northwest

sector of your kitchen to ensure there is no
refrigerator or basin.  

-Master EL Fong-



Mothers can sing, mothers can dance—
mothers' acoustic dwindle when radio and
hi-fi systems are in the North sector of the

room. (loss of hearing or earache)
-Master KK Siaw-



Mothers are gentle; mothers are lovely.
Mother's naughty bits may have problems
when naughty children put shrubs in the

North sector of mother's room. 
-Master KK Siaw-



Mothers are sweet; mothers are nice.
Mothers who have blood in the urine must

not have pebbles within sight. (Kidney
Stones) Remember to remove all stones in

the North sector of the room.  
-Master KK Siaw-



Mothers aren't servants; mothers are
angels from heaven. Brooms and water
hoses in the North sector of the room

brush mother's memory away.
-Master KK Siaw-



Missing corners in the Northeast of your
property will increase our mother's insecure

feelings, and she may be prone to panic
attacks. It also affects the family's harmony.

-Master Guo Hong Wei-



Guitar and piano are wood elements.
Placing them in the Northeast sector of the
room will cause sourness to our mothers'

neck, shoulder, back, and arm. Family
members may also suffer from sinus. 

-Master Guo Hong Wei-



Placing the television in the Northeast
sector of the room improves the family's

harmony and the helper's capability.  
-Master Guo Hong Wei-



Dirty or mouldy walls will cause our mothers
to develop serious skin problems like

eczema. Always keep your wall clean and
smooth.

-Master Guo Hong Wei-



The mirror is a metal element. When this
item is in the East sector of the room, there
is a possibility that our mothers may have to

undergo a lower-limbs operation. 
-Master Erick Leong-



The oven is a fire element. When this item is
in the East sector of the kitchen, our

mothers may feel tired or not very active. 
-Master Erick Leong-



If we notice our mothers have some lower
limbs issues, note the East sector; a clock is

a metal element and should not be hung
there.

-Master Erick Leong-



-Master Erick Leong-

The cooking stove is a fire element. Our
mothers may be under tremendous

pressure when this item is in the East sector
of the kitchen.



Flowers, although beautiful, are not suitable
to be placed in the Southeast sector. The

flowers can easily inflame their nerves, and
they may feel tired quickly.

-Master Sherlyn Lee-



Help our mothers retain their luscious locks. 
Missing sectors in the Southeast of your

property may indicate weak hair.
-Master Sherlyn Lee-



Mirror Mirror on the wall, isn’t our mothers
the prettiest of them all? 

Refrain from putting mirrors and round
objects in the southeast sector of the room,

as this may obstruct veins, resulting in
indecisiveness or even depression.

-Master Sherlyn Lee-



It’s time for our mothers to take a rest after
a long day by watching some television. But

wait! Is television in the right sector? 
Refrain from placing a television in the

Southeast sector, as it may cause cramps.
-Master Sherlyn Lee-



Low blood pressure can be a sign of an
underlying problem, and it may cause

inadequate blood flow to the heart, brain,
and other vital organs. Avoid having an

aquarium in the South Sector of the room. 
-Master Sharon Fong-



-Master Sharon Fong-

Nineteen people passed on every day from
heart disease. To help improve our mothers'

heart condition, never place a washing
machine in the South sector of the room.  



Age-Related Macular Degeneration and
cataracts are common eye diseases. God of
Mercy is not the cause of the problems, but
she is Earth element and best avoid being in

the South sector of the room.   
-Master Sharon Fong-



Breast cancer remains the most common
health issue for mothers. Avoid beads, tiny

crystals and stones in the South and
Northeast sectors of the room.

-Master Sharon Fong-



Should you find this book functional
and it may be helpful to someone you

care about, forward it to them.
A good deed a day makes the world a

better place.
 

Thank you



Master Sharon's
Recommendation 

We Do Not Benefit
Monetarily From Our

Recommendation  



Contact CIRCLE 96 for a
free house analysis.  

www.circle96.com
+65 9108 7016 



Thank you for reading this book.
Do act on the information instantly. 




